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REVIEW Player

Name of the Player: Season 2014/15 Date:

Joao Geraldo 1. Review 06.02.2015

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others

Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 

players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6 months in order to 

review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 

Immediate improvement is needed

Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 

Improvement is needed.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Mental

Approach/ Attitude x

Fighting Spirit x

Persistence x

Humility x

Mood x

Identification x

Group Spirit x

Capacity of work x

x

Comment:
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Average Results:

As the graph shows there is a big room to improve in various mental areas and we push you to develop mentally. Take responsability for yourself and your 

career, be tougher and more adult. Is table tennis your obsession? Do you want to make it 100%? This is your question, because if YES than you have no 

bounderies and you can get there very far. This is a battle and a debate between your 2 sides! One is comfortable who knows that you can make your way in 

any other areas as well, another one says: I am very good and talented in table tennis, I love this sport and I want to go for it fully to see what I can reach. We 

are there to help you with this battle but more things should come from you as well!

You made good improvement regarding the league results, you were consistent, found the right attitude and the level of your performances increased 

significantly. You did okay at the World Tours, big hits and results will come if you continue to work hard in the hall every day. You will play many opens now, 

you enter the real senior world and the goal is to attack it and make your way. We are sure that with confidence and courage you will get good results from the 

World Tours as well and your position at the national team will be strengthened. Time is coming to separate friendship and good athmosphere to compete 

against your team mates! You are closer to them as you think!

Average Mental:



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Physical Abilities

Strength x

Endurance x

Speed x

Balance x

Flexibility x

Persistence x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Game

Footwork x

Forhand x

Backhand x

Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x

Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x

Service x

Receive x

Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x

Own game/style x

Stability x

Variations x

Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Average Physical Abilities:

You know all your qualities and abilities, but be ready to work more, more seriously and alone as well. Time is coming to put your physical preparation on 

another level. The work and effort you put in here will give you confidence at the table. You should eat everyone physically and this area could be one of your 

big strenghts that differs you to others!

You show good improvement in all areas and you are finding your own system and how to build on it. You have the capacity now, go to the next level! 

Strengthen your strong points, have the best forhand in Europe, create this obsession! The progress of your other parts will come as you practice well and the 

capacity of your continous work is much higher than before.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Other important things

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x

Planning/ Organised x

Flat x

Lessons (German/English) x

Car (condition/ accident ect.)

Beeing on time x

Extra work x

Average other things: x

Comment:

x

What can be done better?

What are your next GOALS?

Signature Player
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OVERALL RATING

Signature Observer

Definitely you did steps towards off the table activities, you communicate well with us and Donic, you are well organised. This is important as it gives you 

freedom in your daily work and allows you to focus on your table tennis. You are going to find also the balance how much things effect you and how to focus on 

your daily work beside having some other things in your mind. Be ready and do more things alone, come up with own ideas, initiatives, start your special extra 

works. Make the difference with all the small things. Details are getting more and more important and decisive as your progress in your table tennis!

All is down to your mentality. You can move mountains with your mental strenght and to make this process the key is the daily work. How you think, what is 

your obsession and desire determines your results and successes. Keep improving in all areas and put mental part on another level, decide 100% for table 

tennis and you will see how fast you develop in other areas as well.

In terms of practice and approach the goal is to increase your basis and work hard day-in and day-out. The next period will be full of competitions to test yourself 

and to find your place in the senior world. Make your way there! Next 6 months are about getting stronger, getting to know yourself and to make the balance 

between continous hard work and competitions. This period prepares you for the next season, so be ready and give all you`ve got!


